**Synopsis**

Now available: When you order a paperback copy, you get the Kindle version FREE! To receive this great offer, you must order your copy from , and no other sellers! New for 2016, the Fourth Edition of Massage Test Prep's Complete Study Guide for MBLEx! Not only does Massage Test Prep offer the BEST, most current study guide to date, it offers the most quality of ANY MBLEx study guide.

What does Massage Test Prep have that other study guides don't? INCLUDED: Fill in the blank study guides to use with video lectures (link available in the book) Study guide with all answers listed 15 practice exams One-page study guides Flash cards to cut out Unlimited online practice exams (link available in book), which are constantly updated with new questions Study skills Test-taking techniques Tips for reducing test anxiety Brand new pictures of bones, muscles, and pathologies! Crossword puzzles Matching assignments Labeling assignments Let us help you pass your test!
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**Customer Reviews**

Wow, this book will make a wonderful resource for anyone studying for their MBLEx, as well as a great reference for licensed massage therapists needing a refresher course. I love David Merlino's approach to studying for an exam as comprehensive as the MBLEx. In his introduction, he included a quote from an Olympic pole-vaulter, Henk Kraaijenhof, which nicely described his approach. "Do as little as needed, not as much as possible." As a full-time employee, wife and mother, and a massage therapy student on the side, I could not agree more with David's philosophy of studying for
this exam. I want to be well equipped with all the information I need to pass the MBLEX, but with all the other demands on my time, I don't want to spend superfluous amounts of time studying subjects that will not ultimately help me pass this exam. David's book is the perfect tool for this. It is full of relevant, helpful tips and information, but the information is presented in such a clear, concise, and efficient manner that the user can master many subjects in a relatively short amount of time. It is the embodiment of "Work smarter, not harder." The information is plentiful and his explanations are thorough, but the presentation is always concise, to the point, and without unnecessary detail. David even provides flash cards for you within the book so you don't have to make your own. Talk about a time-saver! He also shares all the official subjects on the MBLEX and the percentage of questions under each subject. This is extremely helpful because it enables you to plan how much time you should devote to studying each subject.
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